In addition to normal Force Construction rules, the following special rules apply when playing a Forsaken Force:

- **For the Right Price**: Any Forsaken force may include models belonging to the Bounty Hunter faction.
- A Forsaken force may align itself with either a Saint or the Prevailers, various sub-factions of the Forsaken. If it does so, it gains access to the special rules and models listed under that sub-faction.
- A Forsaken force may only align itself with 1 sub-faction at any time.
- Models belonging to a sub-faction cannot be fielded unless that force is aligned with that sub-faction.
- All models not listed under a sub-faction are considered Unaligned and may be included in any force.

- **God’s Miracles**: Some Forsaken models have access to Psychogenics. Before Deployment, these models may select a number of Psychogenics depending on their specific Special Ability. These are the Psychogenics that model can cast during this game. Unless specifically noted otherwise, Psychogenics are unique and may not be selected more than once per force. The Psychogenics a model has access to bear their sub-faction symbol on their relevant Psychogenic Stat Card.

  PSYCHOGENIC NEOPHYTE\(x\)
  - This model knows the \(x\) Psychogenic.
  - Neophyte Psychogenics do not count toward the limit-per-force of a Psychogenic.

  PSYCHOGENIC INVOKER
  - This model may select 2 Psychogenics from its applicable Psychogenic List

  PSYCHOGENIC MASTER
  - This model may select 3 Psychogenics from its applicable Psychogenic List
Followers of Mark
Saint Mark
The Sentinel
Hephzibah
Junker
Shade

Followers of Mary
Saint Mary
Joan (The Oracle of Mary)
Judah
Flense
Clergy Ann

Followers of John
Saint John
Elijah
Sir James
Paladin
Faithful

Followers of Luke
Saint Luke
Marionette
Zuriel
Arsenal
Stinger

Followers of the Heretic
Saint Johann
Quietus
Dominique
Dexus
Harborya
Worm Shepherd (Forsaken Version)
The Scorpius

Followers of Isaac
Saint Isaac
Captain Cora Macheriel
Controller
Prometheus
Centipede

Followers of Joan
Saint Joan
Deathknight
Sin Eater
Inquisitor
The Grey Lady
Ariel
Salome
Tania

The Holy Prevailer Council
Prevailer Lilith
Grand Templar Marius
Nabu
Yael
Esh
Zephon
Archangel Michael
Archangel Raphael
Archangel Gabriel

Red Sister
Crimson Mother
Skylancer
Sight of the Prevailers
Warknight
Warknight Bondsman
Warknight Captain
Repentant
Voice of the Prevailers